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                                                                                    Buildings and Accessories 1:35                                                                            

                                    1:35 Household Crockery & Glass Set
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                                                                                    WW2 Military Kits 1:35                                                                            

                                    1:35 Sov. T-70M Light Tank (5) Sp.Ed.
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                                                                                    RC cars                                                                            

                                    1:60 Nano Racer Breaker 2.4GHz orange
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                                                                                                                                                                        €16.99
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                                                                                    RC cars                                                                            

                                    1:60 Nano Racer Breaker 2.4GHz green
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                                                                                    RC cars                                                                            
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                                                                                    RC cars                                                                            
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                                                                                    RC construction vehicles & utility vehicles                                                                             
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                                                                                    RC construction vehicles & utility vehicles                                                                             
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                                    XS Deep Sea Dragon 100%RTR(orange)
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            Blog recommendations

                            
                    Learn more about Carson!

Our blog offers news about our products and valuable tips for you.

It's worth checking back regularly!                

                        
                
                    
                                                                                                                    
                                    
                                        
                                            

                                        


                                        
                                            Charging, storing and disposing of RC batteries correctly                                        


                                        
                                            Strong, long-lasting rechargeable batteries and batteries ensure maximum riding fun
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                                            An RC model without a remote control? Unthinkable!
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                                            You want to optimize your RC car, push it to its performance limits or simply enhance its appearance?
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                            CARSON: FUN FOR GENERATION: Dive into Modelling and RC Adventures

                        FUN FOR GENERATIONS: a motto that perfectly captures the essence of CARSON. Our journey began with the production of high-quality accessories to complement the TAMIYA range, a solid foundation that forms the basis for our innovations. Today, CARSON presents itself as a treasure trove for modelling enthusiasts, with a wide range of products from RC cars to RC boats and remote-controlled helicopters. Be inspired by our diverse range and experience how your modelling dreams become reality!


With endless CARSON variety, we want to accompany RC fans throughout their lives:Our fully equipped, age-appropriate models introduce children from 8 years and beginners to the world of RC models. We support experienced modellers in the hobby and truck sector in their projects with high-end models and an extensive range of accessories, spare parts and tuning parts. In this way, CARSON aims to contribute to active leisure activities that connect generations within the framework of their fulfilling hobby. Through this connection, people can pass on their knowledge, their passion, and their lifeblood to future generations and thus shape their enthusiasm for the RC hobby in the long term.


More than a Hobby: Advantages of CARSON RC Vehicles for Children and Young People


Driving remote-controlled vehicles is much more than just a fun hobby. The RC cars and RC vehicles from the CARSON range contribute to the comprehensive and age-appropriate development of children and young people. They are a meaningful activity that combines entertainment and encouragement.


Driving RC cars and vehicles requires maximum concentration. Children need dexterity and coordination, as steering and executing manoeuvres require a great deal of dexterity. At the same time, driving strengthens spatial perception and orientation to navigate the vehicles safely. If the RC car gets stuck, for example, problem-solving thinking is encouraged. Another advantage: many small successes when manoeuvring the vehicles boost self-confidence.


Of course, it's also about simply having fun while riding, trying things out and escaping everyday stress.


CARSON Craftsmanship: Where Detail Meets Delight for Modellers and RC Fans


The one thing you need, to fully benefit from the numerous advantages of model building, are the right products. This is where the CARSON Shop comes into play! We provide you with first-class models and remote-controlled vehicles for kids aged eight and over, which you can use to delve deeper into the modelling hobby or to get going straight away.


In the CARSON shop, we offer a wide array of products to meet all your requirements. Our RC models cater to every niche, from RC cars and combustion engines to construction and utility vehicles. With the sleek RTR Night Racer model or the robust, JCB-licensed RTR RC tractor, nothing will stop you from stepping on the gas.


Thanks to our RC aircraft models and RC boats, your driving fun is not limited to the roads alone. Get ready to take off and reach new heights with the Starter Tyrann RC helicopter from the CARSON shop. Would you rather keep your feet on the ground? Then our model trucks might be just what you're looking for! Heavy vehicles with plenty of power on board are waiting for you to put them into action.


You can find everything you need to get your remote-controlled cars going in the CARSON shop categories RC systems and RC batteries. With the help of our receivers, remote controls and servos, you can take the control of your remote-controlled car to a new level. Thanks to powerful rechargeable batteries and batteries specially designed for RC cars and RC vehicles, you will never run out of power.


You will find what you are looking for under spare parts & accessories if you want to maintain, supplement and optimise your models. Whether bodywork, chassis, engine, tyres, or rims: With CARSON spare parts and tuning parts, you can add the finishing touches to any model in no time at all!


In addition to our own CARSON models, we present excellent models from six other manufacturers in the shop: Italeri, Scalextric, Forces of Valor, IXO Collections, MiniArt and Dragon. These enrich the diversity of our range, which you can get to know better with the information material you will find under merchandise & catalogues.


Are you particularly interested in diecast modelling? No problem because CARSON caters for everyone. That's why our product range naturally also includes authentic diecast models.


Expert Crafted RC Cars and Model Making from Carson


At CARSON, quality and safety are our top priorities. We rely on high-quality materials and careful workmanship to ensure that all our products are robust and durable. Our team is constantly developing innovative and exciting products that are not only fun to use, but also meet the highest safety standards. You can be confident that every CARSON product is crafted with the utmost care, ensuring top-notch entertainment and lasting enjoyment.


Just one Click Away: Effortless Shopping and Swift Delivery with Carson


Simply offering first-class RC cars and RC vehicles is not enough for us! It is important to us that you feel comfortable in the CARSON shop, and we aim to make your shopping experience a completely uncomplicated and pleasant one.


The basis for this is the high quality of all our products. In the CARSON Shop, you can rely on a consistently first-class product range. Our blogs and kiddo recommendations support you in your purchase decision and help you to choose exactly the right products from our huge selection.


Once you have found your favourites, you can simply order them and pay using various payment options, and you can look forward to the fastest possible delivery. If you have any additional questions, our CARSON Shop service team will be happy to help.


Frequently Asked Questions on RC Vehicles and Model Making


What kinds of model making are there?


The world of modelling is gigantic and is divided into different areas. On the one hand, there is classic model making, which produces models without a driving function. On the other hand, many modelling fans enjoy RC models, i.e. remote-controlled vehicles that can be driven.


What does RC mean?


The abbreviation “RC” stands for “radio-controlled” or “remote controlled”. An RC car, which you can find in many versions in the CARSON shop, is therefore a model car that can be operated and driven using a remote control.


How fast is an RC vehicle?


This depends on the individual model. While some RC cars and RC vehicles can reach speeds of up to 120 km/h, there are also remote-controlled vehicles whose maximum speed is between 15 km/h and 30 km/h. However, faster is not always better! But faster is not always better! This is because the higher the speed, the more skill the driver needs to control the vehicle.


Where are you allowed to fly RC aeroplanes?


RC aeroplanes should preferably be flown on model airfields or in unpopulated areas, as flying in public parks, populated areas and near airports is often not permitted. Find out about local regulations beforehand.


Does my insurance cover damage caused by driving RC vehicles?


The operation of remote-controlled driving devices can harbour risks that are typically covered by traditional private liability insurance. Therefore, check your insurance documents first. If your liability insurance does not cover such risks, it is advisable to take out additional insurance. Suitable insurance for RC vehicles is usually available at a very low premium. Safety and a sense of responsibility are essential when operating RC vehicles.
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                            All prices are final prices, which include statutory VAT.


Goods already in stock with the vendor will be shipped – unless otherwise stated in the offer – within two working days after receiving an order.


With goods not in stock, the delivery time can take up to two weeks from receipt of order.


You can determine whether or not the goods are available from the text of the offer. If there are no details given about the stock or delivery times, the delivery times for goods in stock will apply. Part-deliveries are permissible unless the customer has no discernible interest in them or they would be clearly unreasonable. Reasonableness applies if


	the part-delivery can be used by the customer within the scope of the contractual designated purpose,
	the delivery of the remaining goods ordered is ensured and this will not cause the customer any substantial extra work or additional costs (unless the vendor is willing to accept these costs). The costs of transport and packaging are only charged once with part-deliveries.



In the event of an ordered item not being available, the vendor reserves the right to render a service equivalent in quality and price (goods or service) insofar as this is reasonable for the customer and the latter agrees to the replacement in writing. If this is not possible or should the customer not agree, the vendor may not render the promised service. In this instance, the statutory provisions shall apply.


We ship with DHL Premium instead of DHL Economy. This means that deliveries are usually twice as fast as with DHL Economy.


Please note: A delivery to a PO box is not possible!


Standard flat rates for postage and packing:



	Destination	P&P	 
	Germany	4.99 euro	Free shipping from 25,- euro.
	EU-Countries	12.99 euro	Free shipping from 75,- euro.







	Zone 1 NON-EU
	Ziel	P&P	 
	Switzerland	12.99 euro	Delivery is duty and tax unpaid.

			Free shipping from 75,- euro.
	Liechtenstein	12.99 euro	Free shipping from 75,- euro.
	United Kingdom	12.99 euro	Free shipping from 75,- euro.





Show more countries





  Zone 3 NON-EU


P&P: 21.99 euro


Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Faroe Islands, Greenland, Iceland, Macedonia, Montenegro, Norway, Moldova, Serbia, Ukraine





  Zone 4


P&P up to 2kg: 29.99 euro. Per additional kilo: 2.70 euro


Egypt, Algeria, Georgia, Israel, Lebanon, Libya, Morocco, Syria, Tunisia, Turkey





  Zone 5


P&P up to 2kg: 29.99 euro. Per additional kilo: 6.00 euro


Afghanistan, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Bahrain, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Brunei, Cambodia, Canada, India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Japan, Jordan, Kazakhstan, Kuwait, Kyrgyzstan, Laos, Malaysia, Maldives, Mexico, Mongolia, Myanmar, Nepal, Oman, Pakistan, Papua New Guinea, Philippines, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, Sri Lanka, Taiwan, Tajikistan, Thailand, Timor-Leste, Turkmenistan, United Arab Emirates, United States, Uzbekistan, Vietnam, Yemen





  Zone 6


P&P up to 2kg: 29.99 euro. Per additional kilo: 7.30 euro


American Samoa, Angola, Anguilla, Antigua and Barbuda, Argentina, Aruba, Australia, Bahamas, Barbados, Belize, Benin, Bermuda, Bolivia, Botswana, Brazil, British Indian Ocean Territory, British Virgin Islands, Burkina Faso, Burundi, Cameroon, Cape Verde, Cayman Islands, Central African Republic, Chad, Chile, China, Colombia, Comoros, Congo - Brazzaville, Congo - Kinshasa, Costa Rica, Cuba, Djibouti, Dominica, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Equatorial Guinea, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Falkland Islands, Fiji, French Guiana, French Polynesia, French Southern Territories, Gabon, Gambia, Ghana, Grenada, Guadeloupe, Guatemala, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Guyana, Haiti, Honduras, Jamaica, Kenya, Kiribati, Lesotho, Liberia, Madagascar, Malawi, Mali, Marshall Islands, Martinique, Mauritania, Mauritius, Mayotte, Micronesia, Montserrat, Mozambique, Namibia, Nauru, Netherlands Antilles, New Caledonia, New Zealand, Nicaragua, Niger, Nigeria, Palau, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Pitcairn Islands, Réunion, Rwanda, Saint Helena, Saint Kitts and Nevis, Saint Lucia, Saint Pierre and Miquelon, Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, Samoa, São Tomé and Príncipe, Senegal, Seychelles, Sierra Leone, Solomon Islands, Somalia, South Africa, Sudan, Suriname, Swaziland, Tanzania, Togo, Tonga, Trinidad and Tobago, Turks and Caicos Islands, Tuvalu, Uganda, Uruguay, Vanuatu, Venezuela, Wallis and Futuna, Zambia, Zimbabwe









Shipping costs for spare parts only orders:



	Destination	P&P	 
	Germany	2,99 euro	Free shipping from 25,- euro.
	EU-Countries	4,99 euro	Free shipping from 75,- euro.





Shipping costs for bulky goods:



	Destination	P&P	 
	Germany	18,- euro	Free shipping from 25,- euro.
	EU-Countries	25,- euro	Free shipping from 75,- euro.





 


Delivery times outside of Europe:


The delivery outside Europe may take up to 4 weeks after receipt of order.


Taxes and customs duties abroad:


Possible additional taxes and customs duties of the country of destination are beyond our control and are NOT included in our price.

These must therefore be borne by you and paid at the destination.


In case of doubt, we advise you to enquire with the authorities in your country regarding the formalities, import procedures and any fees that may be incurred.
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                                                                                                    Our much-loved raffle where you always win!
                                                                                            
                                            
                                                                                                    Take part now and receive a discount voucher for our 14 online shops by e-mail.

                                                    

                                                    From 5% - 50% discount - everything can be included, just no rivets!
                                                                                            

                                        


                                        
                                            
                                                
                                                                                                            Take your chance!
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